I have always thought that it would be a great idea to contact one of the local high schools and
get one of the sports teams in to help with loading and unloading. Who of us would not love to
have a big football player load our stuff at the end of a show weekend. We could offer
compensation to the team fund raising and I am sure our show people would tip them.
Have owner handler and Best Bred By groups and provide small trophies for each placement
show them that these groups are just as important and worth staying for.

Announce before the Groups start all of the New Champions of the Day
Lots of room ringside to set up and get dogs ready. There are many people who are by
themselves and bring 2+ dogs to show.
I would like an open show ie misc & FSS breeds as part of our show weekend
Fast Cat

My suggestion would be free, reserved grooming space.
Handling Clinic; maybe some pro handlers would be willing to help teach? - a handler in 4
different rings, and each ring worked on something different.
Seminars; Bobby Lyons with exercises/conditioning etc, Pat Hastings Breeding / Structure
Movement, and so forth...
Fun match
PEE WEE EVENT!!!
Something fun for everyone and they can bring their dogs; maybe a movie night? People can
bring chairs, blankets etc and we can project a movie (I even have a projector that may work)
and people and bring their dogs with. Can have popcorn and maybe pizza (or a food truck??)
CLINICS!!! BVS, Heart, eyes, anything and everything!!!

Advertising, Advertising, advertising. We want the public to KNOW about the show and COME! I
know a local TV channel person, I am sure she’d love to have us (and a few dogs) come on and
talk about the show. Radio, anything and everything we can do to get people THERE and
participating.

Extras” to conformation; barn hunt, flyball, trick dog, CGC - encourage public to come and TRY
IT / see what it is!
Announcers; NEED everything announced. Breed during groups/BIS, activities going on, when
groups will be, what group is on / next and so forth.
Awesome grooming; WARM WATER! Baths set up, multiple hoses, CLEAN / monitored bathing
station. Not just the bathing hut also the spots. LOTS of garbage cans as close to rings as
possible, lots and lots and LOTS of power.
Trash cans!!!! Make it EASY for people to clean. Even set up cleaning stations at hotels! Too
many shows complain about clean up but provide no where to throw bags.
Juniors; support the juniors. Clothing exchange, awesome prizes, junior party? Maybe free or
discounted entries if that’s possible? Definitely recognize Juniors that win at groups/BIS
Lots and lots of posting on social media and posters at the show - what time & rings breeds are
and activities, maybe a tour or something educational about shows.
Meet the Breeds!

